As one of British Columbia’s Established and diversified forest management consultant companies,
Infinity-Pacific Stewardship Group (IPSG) offers a wide range of professional services to the natural
resource sector. While the core of our business is providing multi -phase operational development
services to the forestry sector, IPSG continuously pursues and completes a wide array of projects across
BC for government, industry, private lands and First Nation clients.

Thompson Okanagan / West Kootenay Operations

IPSG is looking for positive and motivated individuals to join and help grow our interior team of Forest Professionals working
throughout the Thompson Okanagan and West Kootenays. These positions would suit applicants with experience in the resource
sector looking to fast-track their management career opportunities. Reporting to our Interior Operations Manager, these positions will offer applicants the opportunity to lead projects, manage teams and assist in opening and growing an Interior office.

INTERIOR LEAD ENGINEER
Primary Responsibilities for this position will include, but are not limited to:
- Planning and development of cut-blocks and roads
- Familiarity with applicable Legislation, SOPs and guidelines
- Coordination of field crew(s) and professional assessments (Terrain, Archaeologist, Biologist, etc.)
- Experience with software applications such as but not limited to RoadEng, ArcGIS, ECAS, CENGEA, Phoenix, Lidar
Qualifications and Requirements
Ideally, successful applicants are registered, or eligible for registration, with the ABCFP as an RFT or TFT. Successful applicants ,
will lead by example, mentor staff and maintain team integrity while producing professional level project deliverables.

JUNIOR/INTERMEDIATE ENGINEERING ASSISTAN T
Primary Responsibilities for this position will include, but are not limited to:
- Assist Lead Engineers with field engineering / layout of cutblocks and road
- Assist with timber cruising and waste & residue surveys
- GPS traversing
- Data collection and entry of relevant information relating to engineering and recce projects
Qualifications and Requirements
The successful applicants are motivated, dependable and have the ability to thrive in a team-based environment. This position is
primarily field-based and will require travel and camp shifts and work in all weather conditions.

IPSG is a positive team of like-minded individuals who pride themselves on their reputation for excellence and
providing quality & expertise. IPSG offers a competitive compensation package inclusive of a benefits plan and commits
to cultivating and supporting professional development and maintaining a healthy work/life balance.

To apply, send your resume and cover letter via email with “Interior Lead Engineer or Intermediate/Junior Engineering Assistant”
in the email subject line, addressed to Human Resources at: hr@infinity-pacific.com. Thank you!

Infinity-Pacific Stewardship Group
#1—30435 Progressive Way
Abbotsford, BC
V2T 6Z1
We thank all applicants; however, only those selected for an interview will be contacted.

